Interfaces and Pre-assembled cables for Schneider QUANTUM
Let’s connect.

PLC-system cabling

Universal solutions for PLC input/output cards

Product finder and automatic selection guides:

To help you choose the right products for your application, Weidmüller offers this
Product finder with a selection table which can be found on the following
pages.

In addition, on our website, we have an automatic selection guide, using intuitive
software that can help you to choose the appropriate interface cable for your
Input/Output cards. This can be found at www.weidmueller.com.

Main advantages

Our range of passive interfaces

The range covers passive interconnection elements for digital and analogue input/output signals with Rockwell Compact Logix. Weidmüller supplies a large variety of passive interfaces:

• LEDs
• Fuses
• Disconnectors
• Test points

Our range of relay isolated interfaces

The range covers interface modules for digital and analogue input/output signals with Rockwell Compact Logix. Weidmüller supplies a large variety of relay isolated interfaces:

• 8 or 12 relay versions
• 16 relay versions
• 2 or 3 CO contacts

Guaranteed connection:

The original PLC terminals are on one end of the cable and standard connectors are on the other end. The original PLC terminals are insulated with SHR 2012 and SHR 2022 connectors. The standard connectors are insulated with different types of connectors:

• Ribbon cable with fixing housing for digital signals
• SUB-D connector for analogue signals

Available in different lengths.

Wide range of passive interfaces

The range covers passive interconnection elements for digital and analogue input/output signals with Rockwell Compact Logix. Weidmüller supplies a large variety of passive interfaces:

• LEDs
• Fuses
• Disconnectors
• Test points

We cannot guarantee that there are no mistakes in the publications or software provided on our website. For the purpose of making orders, we try our best to quickly correct errors in our printed media.

All orders are based on our general terms of delivery, which can be reviewed on the websites of our group companies where you place your order. Be descriptive, you can also send the general terms of delivery to you.
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